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1500 Poses: A Boudoir, Glamour, And
Portrait Shot Guide For
Photographers And Models

This book is a visual shot guide for models and photographers looking to expand their posing
repertoire. Filled with more than 1500 beautiful images, this ebook is the go-to posing guide for
boudoir, glamour, and portrait photographers and models. The Boudoir Divas are experts in the
photography industry, and although their specialty is boudoir, many of the poses found in this book
can easily be used for any other genre, from portrait to fashion photography. If you are a
professional photographer, this book will give you inspiration and ideas for posing women with your
boudoir, glamour, fashion, or other portrait photography sessions. If you are a model or aspiring
model, you will find this book extremely helpful as you study the art of posing. Learning how to move
and control your body in front of the camera is incredibly important for your modeling career, and
this book will help you try out new poses, angles, and expressions.
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Having been a pro photog for more than 30 years a few things I know are composition and making
people look good.I bought this for my new intern to review but having looked at it,I won't
bother.Composition is sloppy and is not flattering to many of the women.Some shots have hands

missing.You never have an arm coming toward the camera then crop off the hand.The women in
underwear squatting look like they've missed the toilet. It's not flattering in any form.Some of the
floor photos look like they are in danger and crawling for their lives or they've lost a contact lens.In
the past I've taken seminars from top Playboy Mag photogs and can't tell you how off the mark this
book is.

There's nothing here for a serious photographer or artist. No insight, no explanation of lighting or its
use, nothing even about any of the poses.In fact, what is shown is a series of very poorly lit collages
(far too small to draw any conclusions of how to use light in various situations) of what seems to be
a portfolio of most likely paying customers for glamour shots that fail miserably to deliver. It makes
one wonder if the subjects were even aware that their photos were to be used and whether or not
the author even has permission to use them.Save your money. You can find more useful
information about photography and lighting for free on internet forums.Sad that allows this sort of
thing on their servers. It certainly does nothing to fortify the trust in and its electronic publication
offerings.

There are truly a lot of poses, some ok, but some with little variance. While it was ok for price, could
have been less poses with more attention to quality of poses.

This is a great book to have! Most of the poses can be used for women that have all their clothes
on. I would never remember all of these and it is helpful to show your subject a photo of the pose
you are trying to achieve. Great book!

To much repetitive photos, not a lot of variation and no explanation just poses. No guidance on how
to create the poses.

She did an awesome job with the models and poses. The photography with the different tonal colors
of the prints was a distraction, rather than the guide it was meant to be. It also would have helped
had she written some instructional guides at each major chapter.

It has a lot of pictures which may be helpful for ideas as you are just starting out. I don't want to
really say anything negative. Some extra information about what made the poses good would have
been beneficial and more importantly the lighting information would have been great.

I loved this e-book! It's a great help to me as a quick reference guide, or whenever my clients are
getting ready I always pass it to them for posing inspiration. I love how simple and fluid the poses
are from one to the next. If you're a serious boudoir photography this book is a great guide for you
and your clients!
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